SIDEWALK (EXISTING CONSTRUCTION)

DETAIL 5

FLUSH MOUNT TO WALL, CURB, OR

CONCRETE BORDER

SET CURTAIN LAYER (DEPTH VALUES BY CRITICAL FALL)

- 1-1/2" DEGREE EDGE BEVEE ACROSS PRIMED WEAR COURSE - 1-1/2" MINIMUM THICKNESS

DAYS: POWER WASHED

SURFACE: ASPHALT - MUST CURE A MINIMUM OF 14 DAYS PRIOR TO APPLICATION. CONCRETE LAYER MUST CURE FOR 28 DAYS PRIOR TO APPLICATION. 2,000 PSI MUST CURE FOR 7 DAYS PRIOR TO APPLICATION. 

WATER DIGITLS: 2, CONCRETE - MINIMUM OF 3-1/2" THICKNESS.

SQAURE FOOTAGE PER 100 SQ. FT.

NOTES:

1. CONCRETE

2. WEAR COURSE

3. CURTAIN LAYER

4. SURFACE

5. CONCRETE BORDER TO PREVENT SHRINKAGE

- 1/4" DEGREE EDGE BEVEE ACROSS PRIMED WEAR COURSE - 1-1/2" MINIMUM THICKNESS